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What’s in the menu?

◉Business model & Lean Canvas
◉Design Thinking
◉Tips & Tools
◉Get out there!











WHO  is  your customer?

WHAT is the value you provide?

HOW are you going to do it?

CANVASES HELP YOU TO ANSWER FOLLOWING QUESTIONS...



The Problem
YOUR CUSTOMER'S TOP 1-3 
PROBLEMS

+ EXISTING ALTERNATIVES

How do they solve these problems today?

WHO IS GOING TO USE YOUR 
PRODUCT?

VS.

WHO IS GOING TO PAY FOR YOUR 
PRODUCT?

Customer
USER VS. CUSTOMER

1. The “Job to be done”

2.

3.

 



YOUR VALUE PROPOSITION 
COMES DIRECTLY FROM 
THE PROBLEM NR.1 YOU 

ARE SOLVING

1.PROBLEM NR 1.

2.PROBLEM NR 2.

3.PROBLEM NR 3.

 

The Problem
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1.PROBLEM NR 1.

2.PROBLEM NR 2.
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The Problem
YOUR CUSTOMER'S TOP 1-3 
PROBLEMS

1.SOLUTION NR 1.

2.SOLUTION NR 2.

3.SOLUTION NR 3.

 

Solution
BE CREATIVE - FIND MORE THAN 
1 SOLUTION TO EACH PROBLEM



“Google” the problem, not your idea…



WHO IS GOING TO USE YOUR 
PRODUCT?

VS.

WHO IS GOING TO PAY FOR YOUR PRODUCT?

-where can they buy your product?

-how are they going to find you?

 

Channels
HOW ARE YOU GOING TO FIND 
YOUR FIRST 10 CUSTOMERS?









ServiceDESIGN

Customer Centric DESIGN

Customer Experience DESIGN

User Experience DESIGN

DESIGN

…and another DESIGN…
         …and another one!

ProductDESIGN

?Co-DESIGN
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2% 3% 66% 28%

DesignCo, 2017







Some things we believe in…



“

◉ An assumption is your greatest enemy





“

◉Customer is an expert of his own experience







How does it work?

◉ Exploratory ◉ Generative ◉ Evaluative

Meet people where they are  
to understand “what is  
happening and why?”

Co-create with 
people to imagine  

“what if?”

Test iteratively with 
people to assess 

“what will this be?” and 
“does it work?”



Meet people where they are to understand what is 
happening and why?

Exploratory phase



We define who is the person we are trying to help             

We’ll try to understand their world              

We get to know these guys in person                  













Build with people to discover “what if”?

Generative phase



Co-creation workshop in NYC for improving the laundromat services        

We create solutions using our customers’ help (co-creation)               





Test with people to asses “what will it be?” and 
“does it work?”

Evaluative phase



We build crappy prototypes (prompts) to get quick feedback        







Let’s try something…
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Exploratory phase

◉Design challenge
◉Blank paper
◉Research: service safari, observation, interviews
◉Empathy map
◉Persona
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Ära mõtle sellest kanast!

Do not think about this chicken!        





Exploratory phase

◉Design challenge
◉Blank paper
◉Research: service safari, observation, interviews 
◉Empathy map
◉Persona



Exploratory phase
◉Service Safari 
What is the product/service you could use yourself?  
What are the activities you could try yourself?  



Exploratory phase
◉Non-participant observation “a fly on the wall”  
Where would you go to observe people?  
What is the situation you’d like to observe?  

◉Participant observation 
a-day-in-a-life  
work along  



Exploratory phase
◉Interview 
Who are the people you’d like to meet and where?  
What would you like to know?  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Picture 
Draw a picture of your customer.

Name and Description 
Describe your customer. What makes him/her special? Where does he/she live? Work? What’s his/her 
family like? How does he/she spend one’s leisure time? Is he/she already using your product or 
something similar?

 
 
Name:	 	 	 	 City:	 	 	 	  
Age:	 	 	 	 Occupation:


Description: 

Goals 
Motivation. What is the “job to be done”? (related to 
your product/service) 
N: I do not need a power-drill. What I do need is a 
hole in the wall.

Habits 
What kind of person is he/she? Is he/she a 
“smart person”? Is he/she good with 
technology? Do they shop online? Will he take 
advice from friends or experts? etc. What kind 
of habits do they have in the context of your 
product/service?

Drawing a picture and giving them a name will help you to 
build empathy towards your customer. It’s not some random 
person anymore…it’s the Thomas who always takes a bus 
and can’t hear you well.

Persona 

PAINS 
What kind of challenges are they facing? What 
prevents them from reaching their goals?

GAINS 
What makes them happy? What helps them to 
reach their goals? 



Key takeaways

◉Business model canvas is a tool - use it.
◉An assumption is your greatest enemy.
◉Release your inner child - be curious.
◉Trust the process…customer is an expert of his own 
experience. You’ll find the answers!



Good luck and don’t think about this chicken :)


